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Secretary of the Commi( 105 5 ,y#
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ~ : p'e
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attn: Cocketing and Service Branch

Dear Sir:

I have reviewed your draft Regulatory Guide, " Radiation Protection
Training for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plant Personnel," and
would like to offer several comments. Since I have had experience in
developing a training program for health physics technicians, I feel
qualified to make these recommendations.

1. Your guide states in the last paragraph on page 1 that it
"does not cover training necessary to cualify an individual
as a r,adiation protection professional." I suggest that you
consider such a regulatory guide in the future since guide-
lines for training health physics technicians are badly needed.

2. The guide recommends specific topics to be included in the
training program, but it does not give suffi:ient reference
material to be used in preparing the program. Many useful
texts and reports are available and I suggest including a
comprehensive list of these.

3. The training program I proposed for health ::hysics technicians
includes specific tasks that must be demonstrated on-tne-job
called " practical factors.'' I recommend including the re-
cuirement that similar tasks be included with examples given
in the guide.

4. Section 3(a) states that tne program should be fully documented,
however, the requirements for documentation are not designated
in the guide.

5. The coursas outlined in Table 1 do not include basic radiological
ohysics such as the different ty::es of radiation or the units
of cose. This material should be added to make other concepts
such as shielding and instrumentation more understandaele.
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Secretary of the Commission 2 October 8, 1979

6. Section 6 recommends a minimum passing grade of 80" for success-
ful comoletion of the training. I do not recommend identifying
a minimum passing grade since the difficulty of exa- will vary

significantly among reactor clants.

In general, I an cleased to see this draf t regulatory guide, and I feel
that it could contrioute significantly to improving overall knowledge of
personnel at nuclear facilities in the area of radiologic;l health. En-
closed are two reprints of an article I precaref for .?4c::h. .'c siase

describing a training program for health ohysics technicians. I would be
very hapoy to see a draf t guide designed to imorove the training anc
qualificaticns of health physics technicians.

I look foraard to seeing revisions to this regulatory guide or the final
p roduct.

Sincerely,

Y brt)
John E. Till, Ph.D.

JET: arc
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A UNIFORM APPROACH FOR ON-SITE TRAINING AND
QUALIFICATION OF HEALTH PHYSICS TECHNICIANS *

JOFLN E. TILL

Environmental Sciences Dimon. Oai Riage Nationa Laooratory. Oak Ridge. TN 37830

(Recerced 19 August 1976: accepted 21 Septemoer 19'o'

Abstract-Estimates have shewn that in the U S. approx. ~5% of the health physics
.

tecnnicians received their trainmg through courses odered by their employer. The quality
and the extent of this traimng vary considerably among 'suclear fac Eties. This paper
descnbes a umform aperoach for on-ute traimng and qualiscanon of health phvsics
techmcans applicable to all nuclear factiities. The progam consists of four levels of*

quali6 cation: Health PSvucs Technician Trainee. Technician I. Techmcian II and Senior
Technician. The training is divided into modules tnat are ecmt esed of formal lectures.
cracucal factors, expenence, and a cornprehensive examination. The mimmum t:me
required from hinng of inexpenenced trainees to qualincanon as Senior Technic:ans :s
1pprox. 24 months. A quali5 cation guide ists each step a techmcan must complete in the
natning program and provides documentation which faclitates audits by internal and
external groups. Although .tems in the program would dider between faalities, the
program provides spec 6c titles for technictans, based on their traimng and experience,
which would be applicable throughout the nuclear industry.

LNTRODUCTION While there is both the desire and the need

ON-strE training programs for health physics f r recognition of the health physics techni-
cian as member of the health physics profes-technicians have not been well documented in si n, standardization and documentation of

the literature and therefore no uniform qual-
ification procedure or documentation for health physics technician training have not
training exists in the nuclear industry today. been provided.
Health physics training programs which have This paper pmposes an efScient and edec-

been reported in the literature generally re- tive health physics training program applicable~

~ ~ t on-site implementation at facilitiescommend curricula that requi- enrollment in'
a university or technical school (Le63; St?2). throughout the nuclear industry. Additional
However, most of the health physics techm- items may be added to the program to fuldll
cians who have entered the profession have specific needs at each facility. The prop' sed
had no previous formal health physics train- pmgram pmvides both standardized levels or,
ing. Estimates show that in the U.S. 75% of qualidcation and documentation of the train-,

the health physics technicians recetved their ing that the technictan has completed.
formal training through courses provided by An edeenve training program should incor--

their employer Ga72). p r te the following basic elements:

Because signideant variations exist in train- (1) The program should be well dedned. list*

ing methods which are currently being used specide instructions that are easily understood,
throughout the nuclear industry, the title and provide a clear objective of the end pro-
" Health Physics Technician" is not readily duct in terms of demonstrated knowledge and
identi6e, in intra-industrial applications. skills.

I2) The program should be divided into
sman steps consisting of formal instmenon,* Publication No. H2, Environmental Sc:ences
demonstrated skills, and examinat:cns, so that

Division, ORNL.

* Operated by Union Carbide Corporation for the trainee can see regular progress along the
the Energy Research and Developme::t Administ- 4ualmcation path.
ranon. '3) The program should include s method
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424 A UNIFORM APPROACH FOR ON-SITE TRAINING OF TECHNICIANS

for spot checks by responsible management to tion course in radiation health and safety. The
veniy the effectiseness of the training. purpose of this course is to orient the emp-

(4) The program should provide documen- loyee in emergency procedures and radia* ion
tation as a record that the technician did re- protection so that he can safely enter the
ceive training on a particular topie at a fac:lity and continue his training. This basic
specided time. onentation course qualides the employee to

(5) The program should incorporav incen- enter radiation areas and contamination zones
tives and rewards to encourage the k dinician witcout being accompanied by a qualitied
to progress as rapidly as he can. health physics technician.

ew employees designated for furtherIf any ov of these elements is missing or health physics training but w:thout pnorincom'pleteiv applied, the effectiveness of the
training pro' gram will be significantly reduced. health physics experience are given the title

Health Physics Technician Trainee and beginThe remainder of this article desenbes a training with the Technician I module im-health physics technician waining program mediately after he completes the basic orien-that incoroorates the Lic elements discussed
above and' which could be readily adooted as a I*EEU".c urse. Employees who hase had pnor
guide for establishing uniform,' doctimented exFenence may, after their training and ex-

perience have been evaluated, be placed in antechnician training throughout the nuclear in-
dustry. The importance 'of industry-wide ac- appropnate higher level or quahn, cation.

Each module includes a senes of lectures.ceptance of such a standardized training Lectures that present practical aspects oftechnique is also addressed.
health physics are given on the joo while those
discussing the theory of radiation and radia-METHODS AND MATERIALS
tion protection are more formally presented m

In this training program, health physics a classroom. Although specific lectures may
technicians are divided into the following four vary from one nuclear facility :o another, lec-
categories based on the level of qualification tures which this author considers basic for
that they have achieved: Technician Trainee, training health physics technicians at reactors.
Technician I. Technician II and Senior Tech. fuel reprocessing plants, laboratories engaged
nician. Trainees advance from one level of in nuclear research, and other large scale nuc-
qualification to the next upon successful com- lear facilities are listed in Table L The length
pletion of a training module. Each module of time (in hours) that is recommended for
consists of formal instruction demonstrated each lecture is also indicated in Table 1.
skills or practical factors, examinations, and Written material given to the technician to
experience. The modules are illustrated in Fig. suppiement each lecture consists of the text of
1. the lecture, sample probiems, and review

New employees who are to become health questions. This material is spec:Scally tailored
physics technic:ans are given a basic onenta- for on-site training and focuses on practical
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aspects of health physics related to the par- material. Lessons are divided into 5-10 min
ticular nuclear facility administering the prog- segments which trainees can view during nor-
ram. Several. training manuals have been pub- mal working hours. Material may be studied
fished (Mo72: Si70; St66) and are available as long as the technician feels nec a,sary be-
for de eloping the information discussed in fore he takes a written examination. This dex-
the lectures and the written material given to ibility arYords optimal use of the work force
technicians in training. and encourages progress based on individual

Lectures which must be repeated frequently ability.
and which deal with the theory of radiation Prodciency in practical factors-those im-
and radiation protection are shown on vid- portant rounne duties that the technician is
ectape. Videotaped lectures cover such sub- expected to perform without supervision after
jects as routine administrative procedures, he has been qualified-must be demonstrated
radiation detection theory, mathematics, and in the presence of a technician having a higher
atomic and nuclear physics. The use of vid- level of qualideation. Practical factors are a
cotape requires less time for instructors to significant element in the training program
prepare and formally present classroom lec- becauce the technician must illustrate that he
tures and provides an ongoing and consistent can apply skills that he has ! earned in the.

training program which can best accommodate tectures to routine duties in the plant. They
employee turnover. are also a mechanism whereby the employer

In addition to more erficient use of instruc- can evaluate the performance and conddence
tional time and program tiexibility, the vid- of a techmcian on the joo before the techni-
cotape method also affort.s the trainee several clan is gnen responsibility and authontv.
advantages. He can obtair. the wntten text of Practical factors should be specide and should
the lecture and review the videotape without identify each task that is considered to be
the necessity of an instructors presence. How- tmportant in trie rounne dunes of the techni-
ever, qualided instructors are always available cian.
to answer questions and explain more difficult A mmimum :f 6 months for 12 mcnths as

g
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appropriatet on-the-job experience is required discussed has inherent within it all of the bt. sic
before the technician is eligsbie for promotion elements that were listed in the Introduction.
to the next quali5 cation level. A comprehen- The program and the levels of quali6 cation for
sive examination is given when the technician health physics technicians proposed in this
has completed the fccmal instruction, practical paper cou:d easily be adopted throughout the
factors, and experience. This comprehensive nuclear community. Although specide lectures
examination is composed of a wntten section and practical factors would ditfer between
reviewing all aspects of the formal instructwn, facilities administenng the tratmng, this prog-
and an oral sect 2cn reviewmg the practical ram introduces an edective, stanaardiaed ap-
factors. Upon comp!: tion of these require- proach to training health physics technicians
ments, the technician is promoted to the next that clearly dednes a technician's tit!e in terms
higher level of qualification. He Technician of his training and experience. T>is uniform
II module and the Senior Technician module approach would provide educational institu-
consist of the same types of training as the tions such as vocational schools, techmcal
Technician I module; however, the material is education centers. and universities a

progressively more advanced and the practicai framework arcund which their health physics
factors redect greater responsibility technician currieu!um could be structured.

As stated in the Introduction. an edective The graduates of rnese institutions would be
traming program must provide specide in- availacle to industry with directly applicable
structions that are divided into discrete ele- and creditable training.
ments that can be accomplished on a daily
basis. To do this, a qualidcation guide is given
to each technician undergoing training. An CONCLtSION
abbreviated example of a Technician I qualid- In this paper, a model has been presented
cation guide is shown in Fig. 2. Similar qualid- for an edective and edicient health physics
cation guides exist for the Technician II and technician training program. A qualideation
Senior Techmcian levels. Quali5 cation guides guide lists, explicitly, each step a technician
are permanent records of training and provide must complete in the training program and
readily available documentation for audits by provides documentation which facilitates au-
internal audit teams and by the Nuclear Reg- dits by internal and external groups. The
ulatory Commission. They also demonstrate program permits optimum use of the work
that companies have adequately trained their force and encourages progress based on indi-
technicians. sidual ability. If adopted by the nuclear in-

Spot checks are made for quality control of dustry, this model would provide a uniform
the lectures and practical factors by the tech- approach to training and would give techni-
metan's supervisor. His check is conducted by cians titles which accurately redect their qual-
questioning the technician in all of the areas incation and experience..

'isted on the qualiscation guide to venfy the
adequacy of training. If desciencies are noted,
the technician is required to repeat the lecture REFERENCES

or practical factor, if necessary, and acton Ka7 Kathren R. L. snd Shipier D B. 19':.
should be taken to improve the quality of the " Pro tile and Educational Opportumties af
instruction. Health P5ysics Techmcians" Heanh Phys. 23,

Concomitant with advancement to each 20L
Le63 LdPak L W. and Carlson W. D .1963,level of qualidcation, rqanagement should in-

corporate an increa" in salarv and resconsi- adiological Techmc ans-A Study x, me Neecs
*"d R*' """*" "#"'"I *' * ** "Y #bility. This will lve the technician incentise toI Nevada Fina! Report for USPHS Contraer No.

compiete the training propam. SAph 78512.
The training program as propose @which sto7: N!ce H. L. Lasuk S. R., Schumacher N!. C.

incorporates a procedure for qualidcation c.d and Hunt H. Nt.,19 2. Radisuon Safety Techm-
a qualiscaticn guide in the format previously :ian Tra:mng Course Revuion L ANL.7291.
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Si?O Simmons G. H.,1970. A Trairung N!anual St72 Strochein H. W., King E. A.. Ntaeser P. H.
for Nuclear Stedicme Technologists, and 51cC.uiin J. W.,1972. " Idaho Nuclear Cor-
BRHiDh!RE 70-3. potation Health Physics Technician Training,"in

St66 Stroschetn H. W. and Niasser P. H.,1966. Proc. Health Phys. Soc. 3rd afidyear Tepical
Health Physics Techni:ian Training Nianual. Symposmm on Health Physics Operanonal
ID O-17812. Stannonng,1373.
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A UNIFORM APPROACH FOR ON-SITE TRAINING AND
QUALIFICATION OF HEALTH PHYSICS TECHNICIANS *

JOHN E. TILL
En ironmental Sciences Disision Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak R2dge. TN 37330

tRecerred 19 August 1976; cceeprea 21 September 19%

Abstract-Estimates have shown that in the U S. 2pprot ~f% of the health physics
technicians received their training through courses orfered by their ernsloyer. The qualityi

and the extent of this training vary considerably among nuclear facdsties. Tus paper
desenbes a uniform approach for on-site traming and qualiscation of health physics
technicians applicable to all nuclear faedines. The progam consists or four levels of

; qualification: Health Physics Technician Trainee. Technician I. Techrue:an II and Senior
Technician. The traming is divided mto modules that are composed of formal lectures.
pracucal factors, expenence, and a comprehensive exammation. The mm: mum nme
required from hiring of mexpenenced trainees to qualiscanon as Sentor Techmetans is
approx. 24 months. A qualiscation guide lists eacn step a techmcian must complete in the
trammg progam and provides documentanon which fac:litates audits by mternal and
external poups. Although items in the progam would differ bet.cen fac:lities, the
progam provides spec:fic tities for technic:ans, based on their training and expenence,
which would be applicaele thrcughout the nuclear industry.

LVTRODUCDON While there is both the desire and the need
f r recognicon of the hesith physics techni-ON-srTE training programs for health physics
cian as a member of the health physics profes-technicians have not been well documented in si n, standardization and documentation of

the literature-and theretore no uniform qual- health physics te hnician training have notincation procedure or documentation for
been provided.training exists in the nuclear industry today.

This paper proposes an erTicient and edec-Health physics trainir a proFams which have
tive health pnysics traintng program applicaele

,.

been reported in the literature generally re-
~ to on-site implementation at facihtiescommend curricula th.t require enrollme'nt in

a university or technic:I school (Le63; St72). throughout the nuclear industry. Additional
~ items may be addec to the program to ful611However. most of the health physics techni- _

cians who have entered the profession have specmc needs at each facihtv. The proposed
! had no previous formal health physics train- pr gr m pr vides coth standardized levels of

.

ing. Estimates show that in the U.S. 75% of qualidcation and documentat:on of the train-*

ing that the technician has completed.the health physics technicans received their An edecnte training progam should incor-formal traming through cous:es provided by
; their employer (Ka72). p rate the f H wing baste elements:

Because signidcant variations exist in train- iD The program should be well dedned list
ing methods which are currently being used specine instructions that are easily understood.
throughout the nuclear industry, the title and provide a clear objective of the end pro-
" Health Physic- Technician" :s not readily duct in terms of demonstrated knowledge and
identined in mtra-industnal applications. skills.

(2) The program should be divided into
' . Puelicanon No. E. Environmental Sc:ences small steps consisting of formal instruenon.

demonstrated skills, and examinations, so thatDivision. ORNL
* Operated by Union Carbide Corporation for the trainee can see regular progress alcng the

the Energy Research and Development Ada.mtst. qualideat:on path.
ranon. (3) The program should include a method
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424 A UNIFORM APPROACH FOR ON-SITE TRAININO OF TECHNICIANS

for spot checks by responsible management to tion course in radiation health and safety. The
verify the erfectiveness of the training. purpose of this course is to orient the emp-

(4 The program should provide documen- loyee in emergency procedures and radiarian
tauon as a record that the technician did re- protection so that he can safely enter the
ceive training on a part:cular tcpic at a fac:lity and continue his training. This basic
specided time. onentation course qualides the employee to

(5) The program should incorporate incen- enter radiation areas and contamination zones
tives and rewards to encourage the technician without being accompanied by a qualided
to progress as rapidly as he can. health physics technician.

for furtherNew empi yees designated .If any one of these elements is missing or health physics training but without pnorincom'pletelv applied, the etfectiveness of the
~ health physics experience are given the titletraining program will be signiticantly reduced. Health Physics Technician Trainee and beginThe remainder of this article describes a training with the Technician I module im-health physics technician training program

that incorp' orates the baste elements discussed mediately after he completes the basic orien-
~

tati n c urse. Emp yees who have had priorabose and which could be readily adopted as a experience =sy, after their training and ex-cuide for establishing uniform, documented
t'echnician training throughout the nuclear in- P'fi'"C'. have been evaluated, be placed in an
dustry. 'Ihe importance 'of industrv-wide ac- appropnate higher level of qualmcation.

Each module includes a series of lectures.ceptance of such a standardized training I ectures that present practical aspecu oftechnique is also addressed.
health physics are given on the job while those
discussing the theory of radiation and radia-

METHODS AND MATERIALS
tion protection are more formally presented in

In this training program, health physics a classroom. Although specific lectures may
technicians are divided into the following four vary from one nuclear facility to another, !ec-
categories based on the level of qualification tures which this author considers hasic for
that they have achieved: Technician Trainee, training health physics technicians at reactors,
Technician I. Technician II and Senior Tech- fuel reprocessing plants, laboratories engaged
nician. Trainees advance from one level of in nuclear research, and other large scale nuc-
qualification to the next upon successful com- lear facilities are listed in Table 1. The length
pletion of a training module. Each module of time (in hours) that is recommended for
consists of formal instruction demonstrated each lecture is also indicated in Table 1.
skills or practical factors, examinations, and Wntten material given to the technician to
experience. The modules are illustrated in Fig. supplement each lecture consists of the text of
1. the lecture, sample problems, and review

New employees who are to become health questions. This material is specitically tailored
physics technicians are given a basic orienta- for on-site training and focuses on practical
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aspects of health physics related to the par- material. Lessons are divided into 5-10 min
ticular nuclear facility administering the prog- segments which trainees can view during nor-
ram. Severaltraining manuals have been pub- mal working hours. Material may be studied
lished (Mo72: Si70; St66) and are available as long as the 'echnician feels necessary be-
for developing the information discussed in fore he takes a written examination. This flex-
the lectures and the written material given to ibility afords optimal use of the work force
technicians in train.ng. and encourages progress based on individual

Lectures which must be repeated frequently ability.
and which deal with the theory of radiation Pro 6ciency in practical factors---those im-
and radiation protection are shown on vid- portant routine duties that the technician is
cotape. Videotaped lectures cover such sub- expected to perform without supervision after
jects as routine administrative procedures he has been qualided-must be demonstratede

radiation detection theorye mathematics and in the presence of a technician having a highera
e

atomic and nuclear physics. The use of vid- level of quali5 cation. Practical fac ors are aa

cotape requires less time for instructors to signiscant element in the training program
prepare and formally present classroom lec- becauce the technician must illustrate that he, ,

tures and provides an ongoing and consistent can apply skills that he has learned in the
training program which can best accommodate lectures to routine duties in the plant. They
employee turnover. are also a mechanism whereby :he employer

In addition to more edicient use of instruc- can evaluate the performance and conddence
tional time and prog-am dexibtlitv. the vid- of a technician on the job before te techni-
cotape method also atfords the trainee several cian is given responsibilitv and authontv.
advantages. He can obtain the written text of Practical factors should be specisc and should
the lecture and review the videotape withcut ident:fy each task that is considered to be

important in the routme duties of de techm-
the necessity of an instructor's presence. How han.ever, qualided instructors are always available
to answer questions and explain more dificult A minimum of 6 months (or 12 months as
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appropriate) on-the-job experience is required discussed has inherent within it all of the basic
before the technician is eligible for promotion elements that were listed in the Introduction.
to the next qualification level. A comprehen- The progam and the levels of qualideation for
sive examination is given when -he technic:an health physics technicians proposed in this
has completed the formalinstruction, practical paper could easily be adopted throughout the
factors. and experience. His comprehensive nuclear community. Although specific lectures
examination is composed of a wntten section and practical factors would ditfer between
reviewing all aspects of the formalinstruction, facilities administenng the training, this prog-
and an oral section reviewing the practical ram introduces an etfectise, standardized ap-
factors. Upon comp! tion of these require- preach to tra :ing health physics technicians
ments, the technician is promoted to the next that clearly dennes a technician's titie in terms,

higher level of qualification. The Technician of his trainirig and experience. TFis uniform
Il module and the Senior Technic:an module approach would provide educational institu-
consist of the same types of training as the t: ens such as vocational schools, technical
Technician I module; however, the matenal is educaticn centers, and unnersities a

progressively more advanced and the practical tramework around which their health physics
factors rettect geater responsibility. technician curriculum could be structured.

As stated m the Introdi'ction. an etfective The graduates of these institutions would be
training program must provide specide in- available to industrv with directly applicable
structions that are divided into discrete ele- and creditable training.
ments that can be accomplished on a daily
basis. To do this, a qualification guide is given
to each technic:an undergoing training. An CONCLt|SION

abbreviated example of a Technician I qualifi- In this paper, a model has been presented
cation guide is shown in Fig. 2. Similar qualifi- for an e!fective and efficient health physics
cation guides exist for the Technician II and technician training progam. A qualification
Senior Technician levels. Qualiscation guides guide lists, explicitly, each step a technician
are permanent records of training and provide must complete in the training progam and
readily available documentation for audits by provides documentation which fac:litates au-
internal audit teams and by the Nuclear Reg- dits by internal and external poups. De
ulatory Commission. They also demonstrate progam permits optimum use of the work
that companies have adequately trained their force and encourages propess based on indi-
technicians. vidual ability. If adopted by the nuclear in-

Spot checks are made for quality control of dustry, this model would provide a umform
the lectures and practical factors by the tech- approach to training and would give techni-
nician's supervisor. This check is conducted by cians titles which accurately redect their qual-
questioning the technician in all of the areas ificatio ' and experience.*

Itsted on the qualidcation guide to venfy the
adequacy of training. If deiciencies are noted,
the technic 3n is required to repeat the tecture REFEItE.NCES

or practical tector, if necessary, and action K27: Kathren R. L. and Shipler D B ., 1972.
should be taken 1 improve the quality of the "Pronle and Educational Opportumt:es of
instrudion. Heaith Phys;cs Techme:ans", Hechh Pfiys 23,

RConcomitant with advancement to eacn
Le63 Lepak L W and Carlson W. D. 1963.lesel of qualification, management should in-

Radiological Techme:ar's-A Study of the Needscorporate an increase in salary and re< mnsi- and ec mended Curncula. Umvenity a,
bility. This will ive the technician incentive to Nevada :nal Report for USPHS Contract S,o.d
complete the training progam. SAph 78512.

The training program as proposed which sto7: Moe H. J., Lasuk S. R., Schumacner M. C.
incorporates a procedure for qualiscation and and Hunt H. M.,1972 Radiation Safety Techm-
a qualiscation guide in the format prestously c:an Traimng Course. Revision 1. ANL 7291.
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Si7O Simmons G. H.,1970. A Training Manual St72 Strochein H. W., King E. A., Maeser P. H.
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St66 Stroschein H. W. uid Masser P. H.,1966, Proc. Health Phys. Soc. 3rd Midyear Topicci
Health Phvsics Techmeian Training Ma..ual. Semposam on Heatrh Physics Ope-at:enal
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